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MAC Protocol

Multiple users competing for shared medium
Channel use coordination
Control messages to reserve channels
Used in context of WiFi, WiMax, Bluetooth, OOB
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Used in context of WiFi, WiMax, Bluetooth, OOB
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MACs Built For
Collaborative Nodes

Among collaborative nodes, MACs help in all but 
the most noise-limited regimes

If all nodes are selfish, the Nash equilibrium is to 
transmit full wideband all the time, without MAC
§ Selfish user does not benefit from diverging 
from Nash equilibrium unilaterally

§ Tragedy of the commons
Existing MAC protocols fail completely when 
attacked
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Jamming Model

Jammers are adversarial
Jammers are power-limited
Jammers might be insiders and may collude
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Jammers might be insiders and may collude
Jammers can perform reactive jamming 
Jammers’ strategy can be mixed and dynamic
Threat model:

§ MAC-oblivious Attack #0
§ MAC-aware Attack #1, #2 
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Attack #0: Jamming All Channels

No need for insider information
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Ch 1 is control channel
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Common control channel has known location

Attack #1: 
Control Channel Jamming

Ch 1 is control channel
M
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Attackers know which channel is used for data 
transmission, for instance, channel 3 for user C

Ch 1 is control channel

Attack #2: 
Jamming-Relevant Information

M
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No MAC: Disabling Coordination

Channel coordination introduces vulnerabilities:
§ Attack #1: known common control channel 
§ Attack #2: broadcast the use of data channel

Users can simply disable channel coordination 
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Users can simply disable channel coordination 
(attackers can still perform Attack #0) 
§ This is the Nash equilibrium and our 
baseline strategy



Our Contribution
We model a scenario where collaborative users 
coexist with protocol-deviating users

We minimize: 
§ unintentional interference from benign users
§ intentional interference from malicious users
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§ intentional interference from malicious users
SimpleMAC stops:

§ Attack #1 of jamming the control channel, 
through jamming resilience in SSS

§ Attack #2 of jamming based on control-
channel information, through a STS that 
chooses a subset of nodes (the recipient list) 
to which coordination information is shared



Traditional Approach

Traditional MAC protocols perform channel 
coordination either with everyone or no one

With coordination, MAC-aware jammers 
coordinate jamming with user transmissioncoordinate jamming with user transmission

Without coordination, legitimate users cannot 
avoid interfering with others
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SimpleMAC Approach

We embrace the coexistence between 
collaborative users and protocol-deviating users 
(e.g., malicious users)
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System Model and Assumptions

No online central authority
Pre-distributed keys for Sybil avoidance
Unicast communication for data packets
Performance metric is monotonic in SINR
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Performance metric is monotonic in SINR



Transmitter 
Strategy

Signaling
Scheme

MAC (2)
(1)

MAC Framework and Terms

Scheme

Packet TransmissionPHY

Control Data

(3)(2) (4)
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Recipient list is a subset of network users 
Transmitter shares its channel usage information 
with the recipient list

Recipient List (S)

Legitimate Malicious

Ideal recipient list includes all benign users but 
excludes all attackers
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Simple Signaling Scheme (SSS)

Shares control message with recipient list

Confidentiality through symmetric cryptography
Multicasts using repeated unicasts
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Multicasts using repeated unicasts
Unicast availability using direct sequence spread 
spectrum (DSSS) 

(Could also use any secure broadcast technique)



Simple Transmitter Strategy (STS)

Decides the recipient list based on feedback:
Each packet uses one of three possible strategies: 
Best so far, Randomly explore, Empty set

Continued random exploration assures that ideal Continued random exploration assures that ideal 
recipient list will be found

(Standard multi-armed bandit problem)
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STS Rounds

STS operates in discrete intervals called rounds
Each round contains:

§ A fixed number of Empty Set
§ A decreasing number of Randomly Explore§ A decreasing number of Randomly Explore
§ An increasing number of Best-so-Far
§ Rate of growth in Exploration/Exploitation 
controlled by δδδδ
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STS Game-Theoretical Analysis

Assume:
Infinite horizon game
All bits have equal value
Then:

To jam ? Or to jam less ?
M

Then:
Attacker’s dilemma: tradeoff between jamming and 
getting detected

Under STS, optimal attacker jams with full power 
and all available information (proof in the paper)

STS eventually finds and converges to ideal 
recipient list
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SimpleMAC Testbed Setup

WARP platform
DQPSK modulation with preamble
Antenna locations chosen for equal power
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1 source
1 receiver
4 other transmitters 
(incl. 1 jammer)

5 channels
(using OFDM)



SimpleMAC Testbed Results

1. Recipient list performance is consistent with our 
expectations
§ More benign nodes ⇒ better performance
§ Jammer ⇒ much worse performance
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§ Jammer ⇒ much worse performance

2. STS quickly outperforms baseline strategy 
… and gets even better with time

In the paper: SSS helps ensure availability
§ Spread spectrum for noise resistance



Recipient List (S) Performance
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Empty recipient list Ideal recipient list



STS Performance

Best so far
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STS performance



STS Performance

Rayleigh fading channel with AWGN
Simulated collision based on 

Monte-Carlo simulation
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Simulated collision based on 
recipient list

Theoretical analysis

Baseline strategy



SimpleMAC Conclusion

Studied effective MAC-aware jamming when 
network participants are compromised 

Devised effective countermeasure schemes that 
force attackers to give up the advantage of 
information they gain from compromised nodes
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information they gain from compromised nodes
Nearly immediate performance gain over Nash 
Equilibrium and converges to optimal 
performance



Thank you

Questions ?Questions ?


